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[57] '•ABSTRACT
A technique and apparatus for optically detonating in-
sensitive high explosives, is disclosed. An explosive de-
vice is formed by containing high explosive material in
a housing having a transparent window. A thin metal-
' lie film is provided on the interior surface of the win-
dow and maintained in contact with the high explo-
sive. A laser pulse provided.by a Q-switched laser is
focussed on the window to vaporize the metallic film
and thereby create a shock wave which detonates the
high explosive. A plurality of explosive devices may be
concurrently or sequentially detonated by employing a
fiber optic bundle to transmit the laser pulse to each
of the several individual explosive devices.
14 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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OPTICALLY DETONATED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Origin of the Invention
The invention described herein was made in the per-
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub-
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 43 U.S.C. 2457).
2. Field of the Invention
This invention generally relates to a technique and
apparatus for optically detonating high explosives.
More particularly, the present invention concerns an
optical system for producing instantaneous detonation
of primary high explosives as well as certain secondary
high explosives.
3. Description of the Prior Art
Generally, the field of high explosives involves a
number of different compounds which vary in sensitiv-
ity. The more sensitive the explosive, the more readily
it may be ignited. Such high explosives are convention-
ally categorized by sensitivity as either a primary high
explosive or as a secondary high explosive. The primary
high explosives are more sensitive and are accordingly
generally more easily detonated with the exception of
non-detonating primary high explosive materials or
compositions.
The well known high explosives PETN, RDX and tet-
ryl are recognized as having a median sensitivity and
would be placed at or near a line separating a list of
high explosives, in order of sensitivity', into the primary
or secondary categories. Of the three exemplary mate-
rials, PETN is universally accepted as a primary high
explosive. RDX is generally considered to be a primary
high explosive but is permitted by certain governmental
agencies to be used as a secondary high explosive for
certain specific applications. Tetryl is universally ac-
cepted as a secondary high explosive.
Immediate detonation of secondary high explosives
requires a strong shock input, the threshold magnitude
of the shock being dependent upon various parameters
such as explosive density, particle size, and confine-
ment. Conventionally, detonation of secondary high
explosives is achieved by the use of an explosive train.
These explosive trains are generally initiated mechani-
cally such as by firing pins or electrically such as with
a hot bridgewire.
The first component in the explosive train is typically
a primary high expolsive which is ignited by the appli-
cation of heat, friction, impact, or electricity. The re-
sulting reaction serves to lead to a burn-to-detonation
of the secondary high explosive.
The use of a primary high explosive makes an explo-
sive device or system extremely vulnerable to inadvert-
ant detonation in that only a nominal amount of energy
is required to initiate detonation. As a result, extreme
care must be taken in the fabrication, transport, stor-
age, and use of any explosive device that includes a pri-
mary high explosive. The significantly reduced sensitiv-
ity of secondary high explosives generally precludes
inadvertant detonation and thereby presents the obvi-
ous advantages over primary high explosives. As an ex-
ample, to the inventors' knowledge, tetryl the most sen-
sitive of the commonly used secondary high explosives,
has not heretofore been detonated without the use of
a primary high explosive to create the necessary shock.
Considerable effort has been devoted to the develop-
ment of techniques to make safer the use of high explo-
sives. The conventional safe and arming mechanism is
the result of such effort.
5 Techniques for directly detonating secondary high
explosives without the use of a primary high explosive
have also been investigated, but without success. The
most successful technique heretofore has been the use
of an exploding bridgewire which is embedded in a high
10 explosive and exploded by the application of electrical
energy. Both PETN and RDX have been detonated
with this technique. However, such detonation has
been found to be highly dependent upon a variety of
parameters such as loading density, particle, size and
15 shape, purity, bridgewire size and material, and dis-
charge circuitry. Also, this technique requires the use
of electrical wires which may be cumbersome for cer-
tain applications such as aboard a spaceship.
The .detonation of secondary high explosives by
20 strong light sources, such as a laser, has also been inves-
tigated. Successful detonation of primary high explo-
sives such as PETN and RDX has been accomplished
by use of a laser pulse; but efforts to detonate tetryl and
even less sensitive high explosives have heretofore been
25 unsuccessful. '
It is thus the intention of the subject invention to pro-
vide a technique and apparatus that permits secondary
high explosives to be instantaneously detonated with-
out the use of primary high explosives, which technique
30
 is also readily useable to efficiently produce instanta-
neous detonation of primary high explosives.
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present in-
35
 vention to provide a technique and apparatus for opti-
cally detonating either primary or certain secondary
explosives.
It is another object of the present invention to pro-
vide means for instantaneously detonating secondary
4
" high explosives without the use of primary high explo-
sives.
It is a further object of the present invention to pro-
vide an explosive device which is adapted to be deto-
nated only by the application of laser energy.
It is a yet further object of the present invention to
provide a system including a plurality of explosive de-
vices that may be concurrently or successively deto-
nated by the use of a single source of laser energy.
It is a still further object of the present invention to
provide a technique and apparatus that permits explo-
sive devices to be safely fabricated, transported, stored
and used.
Briefly described, the present invention involves a
„ technique and apparatus for optically producing instan-
taneous detonation of both primary and secondary high
explosives.
More particularly, an explosive device in accordance
with the present invention includes a housing contain-
6Q ing a high explosive. The housing is provided with a
transparent window panel on the interior surface of
which is provided a metallic film. Laser energy from a
O-switched laser is focussed on the window to produce
vaporization of the metallic film. The resulting shock
65 wave detonates the high explosive. Multiple explosive
devices may be detonated concurrently or successively
by transmission of the laser pulse through a fiber optic
bundle to each of several individual explosive devices.
45
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For purposes of this application, a Q-switched laser is
intended to be any laser system that generates a single
laser pulse having a time duration of less than one tenth
of a microsecond.
Further objects and the many attendant advantages
of the invention may be best understood by reference
to the following detailed description taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings in which like ref-
erence symbols designate like parts throughout the fig-
ures thereof.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the use of a fiber
optic bundle to permit detonation of multiple explosive
devices with a single source of laser energy.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an explosive device
that has been modified to receive focussed laser energy
via an optic fiber.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT
Referring to FIG. 1 of the drawings, an explosive de-
vice 10 is positioned to receive laser energy from a Q-
switched laser system including a laser 12 operated in
conjunction with a Q-switch 14. A suitable lens or lens
system 16 serves to focus the laser energy on the explo-
sive device 10.
Any conventional pulsed laser system and Q-switch
may be used. As an example, the Korad K-1Q laser sys-
• tem used in conjunction with a KDP Pockel cell has
been found to be suitable.
The explosive device 10 essentially includes a hous-
ing or cannister 18 in which is contained a high explo-
sive 20. The housing 18 may be any material that is
conventionally used to contain explosives. For exam-
ple, steel, glass, or the like, may be used. The cannister
18 is provided with a window including a transparent
window panel 22 made of glass or the like. The interior
surface of the window panel 22 is provided with a me-
tallic film 24.
The metallic film 24 may be made of any suitable
metal which is opaque and which will be readily vapor-
ized by the direct application thereto of pulsed laser en-
ergy. For example, it has been found that an aluminum
film 24 deposited on the surface of a glass window
panel 22 to a thickness of 1,000 Angstroms is readily
vaporized when a laser pulse of less than 1 joule is ap-
plied thereto. Vaporization of the metallic film 24 cre-
ates a rapidly expanding plasma that is directed away
from the window plate 22 and into the high explosive
20. Also found to be suitable for this purpose are car-
bon and bismuth of appropriate thickness.
Although the optimum metal, and thickness therefor,
has not been determined yet, it has been found that the
metallic film should be sufficiently thick to permit total
absorption of the laser energy by the film prior to com-
plete vaporization thereof. Also, it has been found that
there is no apparent advantage in increasing the thick-
ness of the metallic film 24 beyond a dimension at
which the additional mass results in a lower tempera-
ture and pressure in the plasma produced by vaporiza-
tion during the laser absorption period.
The rapidly expanding plasma resulting from vapor-
ization of the film 24 by the pulse of laser energy that
is directed through the window 22, will create a shock
wave of sufficient force to produce instantaneous deto-
nation of the high explosive 20. The term "instanta-
neous" is intended to mean that sustained detonation
of the high explosive 20 occurs within 0.5 microsec-
5 onds after transmission of a laser pulse from the pulsed
laser system.
Using the subject invention, it has been found that
the primary high explosive PETN can be detonated
with less than one joule of laser energy. Similarly, the
10 primary high explosive RDX has been found to be deto-
nated using as little as one joule of laser energy. Such
detonation with low laser energy levels enables a plu-
rality of explosive devices that are fabricated with pri-
mary high explosives to be readily simultaneously deto-
15 nated with the energy from a single present-day porta-
ble laser system that is generally characterized by a
maximum energy output in the neighborhood of 10 to
15 joules. Laser systems having a larger energy output
may obviously be used for the same purpose.
20 Also, of considerable significance is the fact that the
present invention has for the first time enabled a secon-
dary high explosive,-tetryl, to be instantaneously deto-
nated using 4.0 joules of laser energy. Such instanta-
neous detonation of tetryl is significant in that the pres-
25 ent invention thus permits explosive devices 10 to be
readily fabricated, transported, stored and used with-
out any inclusion of primary high explosives and with-
out the attendant danger of inadvertant detonation.
Since a pulse of laser energy is not known to naturally
30
 occur, an explosive device 10 including a secondary
high explosive would be virtually fail-safe.
FIG. 2 illustrates a manner in which laser energy pro-
vided by a single laser system may be furnished to a plu-
rality of explosive devices 26. An optical fiber bundle
35
 28 is positioned to receive at one end thereof a pulse
of laser energy, a portion of which is transmitted to
each of the several explosive devices 26 connected to
the far end of the respective optical fibers of the bundle
28. Variation in the length of the optical fibers of the
40
 bundje 28, or the selected insertion of conventional op-
tical delay devices, may be used to have the explosive
devices 26 detonated in a prescribed succession. Obvi-
ously, optical fibers of precisely the same length may be
used to have the explosive devices 26 concurrently det-
5
 onated.
FIG. 3 illustrates a manner in which the explosive de-
vice 10 shown in FIG. 1 may be modified to accept an
optical fiber. As shown, the walls of the housing 18 in
the region fronting the window panel 22 may be ex-
tended to accept an optical fiber 30 at a mouth portion
32 thereof. A lens 34 may then be interposed between
the end of the optical fiber 30 and the window panel 22
to have the laser energy focussed on the metallic film
55 24. It is to be understood that the illustrative configura-
tion for the housing 18 is not intended to be indicative
of a preferred configuration and that any suitable shape
therefor may be used.
It is to be understood that although a system iricludT
60 ing a fiber optic bundle has been discussed in conjunc-
tion with multiple detonations, an optical system in-
cluding, for example, a beam splitter or the like, may
be used to concurrently direct laser energy to a plural-
ity of explosive devices. In such a case, air would be the
65 propagating medium instead of fiber optics.
From the foregoing discussion, it is now clear that the
present invention provides an explosive device that is
adapted to be optically instantaneously detonated and
50 .
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which permit? certain secondary high explosives, such
as tetryl, to be used without any requirement for a con-
ventional explosive train including a primary high ex-
plosive, or the like. It is also clear that explosive devices
in accordance with the present invention can be made
highly safe by the use of secondary high explosives
thereby eliminating the danger of inadvertant detona-
tion.
While a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion has been described hereinabove, it is intended that
all matter contained in the above description and
shown in the accompanying drawings be interpreted as
illustrative and not in a limiting sense and that all modi-
fications, constructions, and arrangements which fall
within the scope and spirit of the invention may be
made.
What is claimed is:
1. An explosive device adapted to be optically deto-
nated in response to a pulse of laser energy, said explo-
sive device comprising:
high explosive material of a single type;
a housing for containing said high explosive material,
said housing having a window opening exposing the
high explosive material contained by said housing;
and
a transparent window panel covering said window
opening, said panel having a metallic film covering
an interior surface, thereof, said metallic film being
maintained in contact with said high explosive ma-
terial, said metallic film forming initiator means for
applying a shock wave to said high explosive mate-
rial to cause detonation thereof in response to said
metallic film being at least partially vaporized by
application thereto of a pulse of laser energy to
produce said shock wave.
2. The explosive device defined by claim 1, said high
explosive material being a secondary high explosive.
3. The explosive device defined by claim 1, said me-
tallic film being aluminum.
4. A primerless explosive device for being instanta-
neously detonated by application thereto of a pulse of
laser energy, said explosive device comprising:
high explosive material; and
initiator means for applying a shock wave to said high
explosive to cause detonation thereof, said initiator
means including a metallic film maintained in
contact with said high explosive material, said me-
tallic film being at least partially vaporized by ap-
plication thereto of a pulse of laser energy to pro-
duce said shock wave.
5. The explosive device defined by claim 4, said ex-
plosive device further including a housing for contain-
ing said high explosive material at a selected loading
pressure, said housing having an aperture communicat-
ing with the interior of said housing, said aperture being
covered by a transparent panel, said metallic film being
situated on an interior surface of said transparent
panel.
6. The explosive device defined by claim 4, said me-
tallic film being aluminum.
7. The explosive device defined by claim 4, said high
explosive material being a secondary high explosive.
8. The explosive device defined by claim 5, said high
5 explosive material being a single secondary explosive.
9. A method for detonating a high explosive device
including a high explosive material and a metallic film
situated in contact with said high explosive, said
10 method comprising vaporizing said metallic film to pro-
duce a shock wave that is directed into said high explo-
sive, wherein vaporizing includes the step of focussing
a pulse of laser energy on said metallic film.
10. A method for detonating a high explosive device
15 including a high explosive material and a metallic film
situated in contact with said high explosive, said
method comprising vaporizing said metallic film to pro-
duce a shock wave that is directed into said high explo-
sive, wherein vaporizing includes the steps of:
20 generating a pulse of laser energy; and
focussing said pulse of laser energy on said metallic
film.
11. A method for detonating a plurality of explosive
devices each including a high explosive material and
25 a metallic film in contact with the high explosive mate-
rial, said method including the steps of:
generating a pulse of laser energy;
conducting a portion of the pulse of laser energy to
each of said explosive devices with a bundle of op-
30 tical fibers; and
focussing said portion of the pulse of laser energy on
said metallic film corresponding to each of said ex-
plosive devices.
12. A system for optically detonating a plurality of
35 explosive devices, said system including:
a source of pulsed laser energy;
a bundle of optical fibers having a first end thereof
bundled and a second end thereof unbundled, said
pulse of laser energy being applied to said bundled
40 first ends to be conducted to the second ends of
said optical fibers; and
lens means associated with each of said optical fibers
and positioned at the second ends thereof for fo-
cussing the laser energy conducted by said optical
45 fibers on initiators of said explosive devices.
13. The system defined by claim 12, said explosive
devices each including:
a high explosive material; and
an initiator for applying a shock wave to said high ex-
50 plosive material in response to application of said
laser energy, said initiator including a metallic film
in contact with said explosive material.
14. The system defined by claim 13, said explosive
device further including a housing for containing said
55 high explosive material, said housing having a transpar-
ent window portion, said metallic film covering said
transparent window portion of said housing, said lens
means focussing said laser energy on said metallic film.
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